
SOME MORE RESULTS ON RATES OF CONVERGENCE
IN THE LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR WEIGHTED

SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VARIABLESO

BY

D. L. HANSON AND F. T. WRIGHT(3)

1. Introduction and summary. Let A'/, for 7V= 1,2,... be an independent

sequence of random variables with finite first absolute moments; let aN-k for

N, k = 1, 2,... be real numbers ; let

(1.1) SN = ^aN,k(Xk-EXk);
fc=i

and let

(1.2) AN = i J (Xk-EXk).
Jy k = l

Both classical and modern results deal with the convergence of the sequences AN

and P{|/íjv| >e} to zero, this convergence being of obvious practical interest. In the

past few years sums of the form (1.1) have received attention, partly due to the

natural tendency of mathematicians to generalize known results, and partly

because sums of the form

2 a/A^-FA^)
1 = 0

are of interest in certain practical statistical and probabilistic problems. We have

not attempted to provide a complete listing of the work done in this area. [1]

through [11] contain several different types of current work, and provide a fairly

large, though by no means complete, bibliography for this area.

The results given here extend and sharpen the results of [6] giving rates of con-

vergence of Pd-S^l >e} to zero. There are five theorems in [6], each involving as a

hypothesis some condition closely related to the existence of FlA^ — FA"^'. In the

next section we extend and sharpen some of these theorems by considering sep-

arately the cases f¿2 and t>2; in addition, we provide a theorem giving series

convergence under weaker moment conditions than were used in [6] but under
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stronger assumptions on the a^'s. In §3 we show that Theorem 5 of [6] is actually

a corollary to Theorem 4 of [6] and investigate the sharpness of Theorem 4. §4

contains some miscellaneous concluding remarks.

2. Extensions of previous results. Throughout this paper C will denote various

positive constants whose exact numerical values do not matter. Using this notation

inequalities such as 1 + C= C are valid.

Let XN, aN¡k, and SN be defined as in §1. Suppose t and t' are constants and

{<%}, {yN}, and {pN} are sequences of positive numbers such that

(2.1) 2 K*r = «*•
k

(2.2) 2 «*.* ̂ y*>
k

and

(2-3) 2 K*l* ̂  P»-
k

For y ̂  0 define

(2-4) F(y) - sup F{| Xfc - FJSTfc| = >>}.
fc

We will prove the following theorems:

Theorem la. If l = i = 2 a«o* E\Xk-EXk\t^M<co for all k, then for every e>0

(2.5) P{|SW| > e} ¿ OG>w).

Theorem lb. /¡fl â f ' < í á 2, if ytF(y)<^M<co for all y>0, a«^ z/ rAere exz's/j

a A0 swcA zAa/ aNp*°<M'<co for all N, then (2.5) holds for every e>0.

Theorem lc. Iff>2, if ylF(y)S M<oo for all y>0, and if there exists a v0>0

such that yj,°=0(pw), then (2.5) holds for every e>0.

Theorem 2a. If l = z = 2, if E\Xk-EXk\t<iM<œ for all k, if ytF(y)^0 as

y -*■ oo, and if pN -> 0 as N -*■ oo, then for every e > 0

(2.6) F{|5N| > *} = o(,»w).

Theorem 2b. //1 á ; ' < t = 2, ifytF(y) -^Oasy^oo, if pN -> 0 a* yV -> oo, awi/ z/

íAere ex/sis a A0 ízzc/z that aNpxN° ^ M < oo for all N, then (2.6) holds for every e>0.

Theorem 2c. If t > 2, ifylF(y) ->0 as y ^*co, if Pn^0 as N->cc, and if there

exists a v0 > 0 such that yv° = O(pjv), then (2.6) holds for every e > 0.

In Theorems 3, 4, and 5 we assume that aN, yN, and pw are of the form CN",

CyV"y, and C/V~" respectively. In addition, for Theorems 3 and 5 we assume there

exist constants C and ß such that

(2.7) max |aw>fc| ̂ CN'*.
k
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For s=t and s = 2,

Imax \aN,k\ls Ú 2 K.fcl"

so we may assume

(2.8) ßt^p   and   2/3 ̂  y.

For z>2

2 K.fci' = fmax \aN,k\]t~22a*>-«

so if í > 2 we may assume

(2.9) P ^ pXf-2)+y.

Define for A7, M = 1, 2,...

(2.10) 9„.i, = cardinality {k : \aN,k\ ̂  M'1}.

Theorem 3. If t> 2, y >0, and F satisfies

/»oo

(2.11) limFO>) = 0   and yt\dF(y)\ < oo,
¡/-.CO J0

then for every e > 0

(2.12) 2AW'"2) + y"li'{l'S,tfl > e> < °°-
w

Theorem 4. 7/z^l;p>0;y>0; cz«é/ z/zez-e exziZs a nonnegative and noninct-easing

real valued function G satisfying (2.11 ), G(x) ä F(x) for all x, and

v'F( v)
(2.13) sup sup ^j^ = i, < oo,

then for every e > 0

(2.14) 2Aro-1/>{l'S'"| > £) < °°.
¡V

Theorem 5. If t^l, p>0, y>0, F satisfies (2.11), and either

(a) »„.uZCM'N-O'-VgiN) with INg(N)<oo, or

(b) vNtM^CMuN-" with a^p.ß, and either p^a or ?//x,

z/ze« (2.14) holds for every e>0.

Proofs. Throughout these proofs summations will be taken over those values of k

for which aNifc/0. Initially we prove Theorems la, lb, and lc under the assumption

that pN -> 0 as N -> oo ; the other cases will be taken care of at the end of this

section.
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The proofs begin as those in [6] where the following inequality was proved:

P{\SN\  > 3e}

(2.15) Û^P{\aK,k{Xk-EXk)\ > e}
k

(2.16) + 2n\oN,kiXk-EXk)\ > 8N}P{\aM-EX,)\ > oN}
i*k

(2.17) +F||2aw,,FFw,fc|> £}

(2.18) +Pf\2oN,k(YN.k-EYN¡k)   > e\,

where 8N is a sequence of positive numbers to be chosen later and

YNtk = Xk-EXk   if\aN,k(Xk-EXk)\ í 8N

= 0 otherwise.

The proof of each theorem proceeds by showing that expressions (2.15)—(2.18)

tend to zero at the rate specified in the theorem.

Expression (2.15). For Theorems la, lb, lc, 2a, 2b, and 2c, we observe that

(2.15) is bounded by

2^     sup     [YP{\Xk-EXk\ =>>}] = CPN   sup    [/F(y)].
k e        yZsl¡an,k\ y'äCfljJ1

The hypotheses of Theorems la, lb, and lc insure that

sup    sup    ylP{\Xk-EXk\ ^ y} < oo
k      ¡/6£/|a„,k|

so that (2.15) is 0(pN). The hypotheses of Theorems 2a, 2b, and 2c insure that

sup    [yiF(y)] -> 0   as yV -^ oo.
y'iCp^1

Hence (2.15) is o(pN) under the hypotheses of these theorems.

For Theorem 3 we note that

JNm-*>+r-i 2 P{\aN,k(Xk-EXk)\ > e}
N k

N k

CO

(2.19) =   2 F(M-1) 2 yV«t-2>+r-i
M = l {(N,Jc):M-l<e/|aW-fciSM)

= 2 [F(M-1)-F(M)] 2 AW!-2, + y-1«XM(*),
M=l N=l

where vN:M(e) = card {k : e/\aN¡k\ =M}. Since (e2/M2)vN¡M(e)^CN"y and |aw,fc| =i

CyV"* for all k, it is clear that vN,M(e) ̂ CM2N~y and vN¡M(e) = 0 unless yV^ CMllß.
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Thus (2.19) is bounded by

oo tCM1'«]

C ^ [F(M-l)-F(M)]M2   2    N™'»-1
M=l N=l

< oo.^ C 2 [F(M-l)-F(M)]Mi ^ C+C f xl\dF(x)\
M = l JO

Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 the finiteness of

(2.20) 2 tf""1 2 P{\aN,k(Xk-EXk)\ > e}
N k

is proved on pages 351 and 352 of [6] starting at (20).

An argument similar to that given for Theorem 3 shows that (2.20) is bounded by

oo ICMUB]

(2.21) c2iF(M-l)-F(M)]   2   tf'-W«)-
M=l JV = 1

It is clear that there exists a positive integer r such that vNM(e) ̂  vN¡rM, and so under

assumption (a) of Theorem 5 expression (2.21) is bounded by

oo ICM1'«] (.oo

C 2 [F(M-1)-F(M)]M<   2   SW ÚC+C\    x'|^WI < co.
M=l Jf=l JO

Under assumption (b) of Theorem 5 expression (2.21) is bounded by

oo [CMH«]

(2.22) C ^ [F(M-l)-F(M)]Mu   2   N"-1-".
M=l W=l

If p + a and a^pß, then 2í?í"] N"-1-"eCM^-")lß; from (2.8) we get

p-(a-ßp) < p
ß =(8 = r'

thus expression (2.22) is bounded by

00 /»CO

C 2 [F(M-1)-F(M)]AF £ C+C       xí|í/F(x)|
M=l •'0

<   00.

If p = a, then by hypothesis p. / z and this implies that p. < t. Thus (2.22) is bounded

by

oo ICM1!^

C 2 [F(AT-1)-F(M)]M"   2   Ar_1
M=l N=l

oo

^ C 2 [F(M-l)-F(Af)]M« log (M+l)
M = l

á C 2 [FÍAT-O-FÍM^AF g C+C f°° x'|í/F(x)| < oo.
M = 1 Jo
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Expression (2.16). Expression (2.16) is bounded by

[?^'8i'((ra)H^'--^ra})]-
The hypotheses of all the theorems insure that yiF(y) = A/ < oo for all y > 0, so that

(2.16) is bounded by Cpf,B^2t. In order for (2.16) to tend to zero at the appropriate

rates it would suffice to show that there exists a t > 0 such that

(2.23) Pn
1-IS-2Í

°N 0   asyV-^-oo.

The SN's will be chosen later in the proof and will satisfy (2.23).

Expression (2.17). For all the theorems in question it suffices to show that

2 oN_kEYN<k -> 0   asyV->oo.
k

For Theorems la, 2a, 3, 4, and 5 we observe that

J" (Xk-EXk)dP

(\aN,k(Xk-EXk)¡áoN)

i
(Xk-EXk)dP

<.laN,k<.Xk-EXk)l>6N)

¿oN<kEYNik   ^ 2 \ati,k\
k k

= 2 ia".*i
(la«, t«

= 2K*I \Xk-EXk\dP
k J

(\aN,k(Xk-EXk)\>óN)

è V-»2 Ws.jElXt-EXA' ï £»»«-»«,.
k

So Expression (2.17) tends to zero at the rates specified if

(2.24) S^-^pw-^O   asyV^co.

We will choose {8N} later so as to satisfy (2.24).

For Theorems lb, lc, 2b, and 2c an argument similar to the above gives

/, Ox,kEYNk ^ St7( "2
E\Xk    EXk\

where A satisfies 0<A<z—1 and will be chosen later. The hypotheses of the

theorems under consideration insure y'F(y)^M<cc for all j>0, which implies

that for a fixed A satisfying 0<A</—1 there exists an M' with

E\Xk-EXk\l~A = M' < oo    for all k.

If t>2, by applying Holder's inequality and requiring

(2.25) 0 < A < f-2,

we see that
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t(t-2-A)/U-2)2\n        It —A   _   V  \n        |2W(i-2)|„
\aN,k\ —  /^ |«W,fc| \uN,k

k k

■2-A)/(t-2)

<  ,//(i-2).l-A/((-2)
= 7n        Pn

so for Theorems lc and 2c it suffices to show that

(2.26) a^«-A-1V^(í-2>Piv"A,(í"2)->0   asA^oo.

Later {8N} and À will be chosen so that (2.26) holds. If 1 ̂  / ' < t é 2, we require

(2.27) 0 < A < t-t'.

Holder's inequality is applied, as before, and we get

=   aN Pn

Hence for Theorems lb and 2b it suffices to choose (as we shall do later) {8N} and A

so that

(2.28) 8* « - A - »«fc«* - *>£" *'« -« -► 0   as TV -+ oo.

Expression (2.18). For convenience we let ZNik = YNik—EYNtk. As on page 354

of [6], we use Markov's inequality, with v a fixed positive even integer to be chosen

later, and obtain

p{12aN,kZN,k  > e\ = -pE(2aN,kZN,kY

(2.29) £        k a+b

£ c22nia^jmk£iz^jmfc
1      2    fc = l

where the first sum is taken over all integers a, b, «zl5 .. .,ma+b such that 2^mk<t

for k= 1,.. .,a; t^mk and 2^mk for k=a+1,..., a+¿>; 2£±î ^k=v\ and distinct

sets of integers {«Zj,..., ma+b} appear only once in the sum; in the second sum

ßu ■ ■ • » ßa+ b are allowed to range over the positive integers. Note that the first sum

is over a finite number (depending on v but not on ~N) of terms.

We now proceed to complete the proofs of Theorems la, 2a, 3, 4, and 5 by

showing that (2.29) is 0(p\+i) for some |>0. For these theorems E\Xk\t^M<co

for all k which implies that FlZ^P^M^oo for all N, k and for/=l, 2,..., [z]

and j= t. Hence if 1 ̂  k ¿ a

\aN¡eJ^E\ZN¡Bk\^ í C|flJMJa|aJMJ»*-a

è Cyttk-™2alBk,
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and if a+Ièk^a+b

\aH.âk\m*E\ZK,lk\m* ^ |aN>íJ'F|Z„,J'jsup Ka,»!»*"']

â CS^-'KJ'-

Therefore each term in the first sum of (2.29) is bounded by

(2.30) Cy^l+- +ma>'2p^a+l+---+ma + (,-¡'í.

In Theorems la and 2a we assume t<2 so that a=0 in (2.29) and (2.30). Thus

(2.30) becomes

(2.31) cPbN8rbt.

For Theorems la and 2a we choose v = 2 and 8N = pU3t so that b = 1. This choice of

8N satisfies (2.23) and (2.24). With this choice of 8N and v expression (2.31) becomes

C/3i+(v-t>/3t We note that „_;>o and so l+(v-i)/3/> 1.

For Theorems 3, 4, and 5 there exists a v0 > 0 such that y$ ^ 0(pN). For these

theorems we choose v > max (/, 2vQ) and 8N = p¡¡lat. This choice of 8N satisfies (2.23)

and (2.24). The proofs of these theorems are completed upon showing that (2.30)

is 0(pj/+i) for some £>0. If o=0 then (2.30) becomes CyvJ2 which is of the desired

form since v > 2v0. For b > 1 we note that yN and p« -> 0 as N -* oo, and that

>wa+1-l-t-«za+6-¿í = 0, and thus that (2.30) is of the desired form. If b = l and

a=0 expression (2.30) becomes Cp^SV"' which is of the desired form, and if b=l

and a>0, recalling that 8N^-0 as N->co, ma+1+ ■ • ■ +ma+b — oy = 0, and y$

= 0(pw), we see that (2.30) is 0(P1N+t) for some f >0.

The proofs of Theorems lb, lc, 2b, and 2c will be completed by showing (2.29)

is o(pN) under the assumption that ytF(y) ^ M < oo for all y > 0. This assumption

implies that for a fixed A with 0< \<t— 1,

E\ZNik\* = M' < oo   for all yV and k with; = 2,..., r0

andy=/—A, where t0 is the largest integer with t0<t. As in the above, if 1 =/c = a

\n \mirF\7 \mir    <     í""V(<mir ~ 2>'2/72
\aN.ßk\    ktL\^N.ßk\    "   =   ^Yn" 0Nißk.

Ifa+l=/c = a + /3

\aN,ek\mkE\ZN,ßk\m* 5¡ la^J'-^lZ^J'-^sup K^/mJ"*"'**]

So each term in the first sum of (2.29) is bounded by

(2.32) Cy^l+---+ma>'2 8SJa + l+---+ma + i,-''«-«/ ^K.fcl'" A)'-

For Theorems lc and 2c where i>2 it has been shown earlier that

21/7        I*"*   <   ,//tt-2)„l-W(t-2)

te
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if 0<A<i—2. Hence (2.32) is bounded by

(2.33) Cy<m1 + ■■■ +ma)i2 + bMt-2)pKi-mt-2» 8ma + 1+■■•+»<„♦»-&«-*>.

Now A, v, and 8N are chosen as follows:

0 < 2A < z-2

v > max (2tv0, 3t)

8N = max (pll3\ y]¡2t).

This choice of 8N satisfies (2.23). Since 8N -> 0 as N -> oo (2.26) is satisfied if

(2.34) S¿V*(t~2Vw~A,(t~2)->0   asA^oo.

But from its definition

8¿*   ^   (y-«/(i-2))/2ip-(l-A/(t-2))/3ty

so (2.34) is obtained. For the two theorems in question it only remains to show

(2.33) is o(pN). If b = 0 expression (2.33) becomes Cy"¿2 which is o(pN) because

v>2v0. For b>l, expression (2.33) is o(pN) since A/7—2< 1/2, yN and p.v->-0

as N->■ oo, and the exponents on yN and pN in (2.33) are nonnegative. If b = 1, then

(2.33) is bounded by

(2.35) C8l(Y'^ + ■■■ +ma>/2 o¿<mi + ••• +m«))(SÑí/'il"A'<<"2Vw<i_2)).

Now Sj¡, = oOv),

y(m1+.-.+m0)/2 8¿<ml+"+ma>   ^   y<™l+---+'"a>'2-(ml+---+'"n>'2!^0      aS N -+ 00,

and by (2.34)

8¿tí>r*/ct"9W~*>-*0   asA^-^oo.

For Theorems lb and 2b where 1 ̂ t'<t^2 it has been shown earlier that

2 Ia*.I* — A   <      XIU-f)   l-A/(i-i')
aN        Pn

k

if 0< X<t — t'. We note that for íá2 we have a = 0 in expression (2.32) which is then

bounded by

(2.36) CSVbit - Maflu - <>5,(1 - A'« - «'».

For these two theorems A, v, and 8N are chosen as follows:

0 < A < 2(r-O/3(A0 + l)

v > 3t

°n — Pn   ■

This choice of 8N satisfies (2.23). Since 8N -+ 0 as N -> oo condition (2.28) is

satisfied if

(2.37) SJíH'(í"t'V^A'<í"n^O   asJV->oo.
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By the choice of 8N expression (2.37) becomes

ía    J.2I3 -MU- ('))(( - t')/A\A/(i -1')

and by the choice of A the exponent on pN is greater than A0 so (2.37) holds. It only

remains to show (2.36) is o(pN). Expression (2.36) can be rewritten as

(2.38) C8VN+ M(ôy7 '«n,u - nPN~ KKt - n)b.

Applying (2.37) and observing that 8vN = o(pN) the proofs of these theorems are

completed.

Now we relax the assumption that pN -> 0 as yV-> oo for Theorems la, lb, and

lc. Define

Bk = {bN : P{\SN\ > e} = bNpN for yV's such that l/(/c +1) < pw = l/k}.

Now sup Bk is finite for each k and if supfc (sup Bk) < oo the proof is complete. If

not, that is if

sup (sup Bk) = co,
te

then there exists a sequence pNk with pNk -> 0 as k -*■ oo and F{|5W(t| >e}/pNk -» oo

as k -> oo. This contradiction completes the proof.

3. Further investigation of Theorem 4 and of condition (2.13). We continue using

the notation of the previous sections, except that we allow 0 < t < 1 ; in these cases

E\XN\ may not be finite for any yV so in these cases we define

CO

4=2,   aN,kXk,
fc = l

and

(3.1) F(x) = supP{|*-fc| =x}.

F will always be a function which could have been obtained via (2.4) or (3.1)

depending on whether Z^ 1 or t< 1 respectively. In the following definitions both

10 and G* correspond to a specific F, but for convenience we will not use an F

subscript in either case.

Let

G : [0, oo) -> [0, oo) and is nonincreasing']

G(x) = Fix) for 0 g x < oo

G satisfies (2.11) and (2.13)

(3.2) 9 =

and define

G*(x) - Max fl, supylFiy)\       0 ^ x = 1

(3.3)
= -¡ sup y'Fiy) 1 < x.

X^ y^x
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The results of this section are summarized in the statements of the following

propositions and theorems.

Proposition 1. 7/^/0 then G*e'S. If G* is finite and satisfies (2.11) then

G*eS.

Theorem 6. If t>0, ¡^ yl log+ y\dF(y)\ <oo, and F(y)^0 as y ->• oo, then

'S^ 0. The converse is not true.

Proposition 1 provides a method for checking to see whether the hypotheses of

Theorem 4 are satisfied in a particular case. It also is useful in obtaining some of

the main results of this section.

Theorem 6 shows that one can ignore the G of Theorem 4 entirely if Y\my_m F(y)

= 0 and J^° y log+ v|í/F(j>)| < oo. It also shows that Theorem 5 of [4] is a corollary

to Theorem 4 of [4]—although showing this to be the case was almost as hard

as proving Theorem 5 of [4] directly. The following theorem shows that Theorem 6

is tight in the sense that under any reduction in the moment requirement on F, an F

can be found such that S = 0.

Theorem 7. Ift>0andg is a nonnegative real valued function on [0, 00) such that

lim sup*.,«, g(x) = oo, z«e« there exists an F such that lim*.,,*, F(x) = 0 and

r x'iog+x. ,„...
Jo -¡firldF(x)l Kœ

but such that <&=%.

Theorems 8 and 9 show that slight weakenings of the hypotheses of Theorem 4

allow J,n = i NP~1P{\SN\> e} = oo, and thus show that Theorem 4 and the result

obtained by combining it with Theorem 6 are in a sense sharp.

Theorem 8. IfO < t ^ 2, p > 0, and F (corresponding to G*) is such that lim*.. „ F(x)

= 0 and such that either G*(x) = ccfor some x or ¡^ xt\dG*(x)\ =00, then there exist

independent and identically distributed random variables Xu X2,... and coefficients

{aNJ such that P{\Xk\ ̂  x} ̂  F(x) for all x^ 0,

00

2 K*|( =s CN-o,
Jc = l

and

2 N'-VilS^ i: 1} = oo.
N = l

Theorem 9. Ift>0, p>0, and g is a nonnegative real-valued function on [0, 00)

such that lim sup*-,*, g(x) = co, z«e« there exists an F such that lim*..,*, F(x) = 0and

rx'log+x, .
Jo -^r]dF(x)l K °°;
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independent and identically distributed random variables Xx, X2,... such that

P{\Xk\ ^x} = F(x)for all x^O; and a positive constant y and coefficients {aNtk} such

that
00 oo

2 Ktel2 ̂  CN~y,        2 lfl».*l' = CN~">
te=l te=l

and
CO

2 N"-lP{\SN\ = 1} = oo.
te=l

Since for 0 < / ̂  2 we have

2 K,k|2 Ú J \oN.k\l ̂ CN-"
k=l fc=l

for large enough yV, it follows that for 0 < t ^ 2 Theorem 9 is just a corollary to

Theorems 7 and 8.

The rest of this section consists of the proofs of Proposition 1 ; Theorems 6, 7,

and 8; and Theorem 9 when z>2.

Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose G* is finite and satisfies (2.11). It is clearly

nonincreasing, and using its definition one quickly sees that G*(x) = F(x) for

0^x<oo. Now

sun cljn   ytp(y)   - max f       SUPySl ̂ ^ sun l\
38 v"S xWix) - maX Imax [1, supïSl /Fiy)] ' SS 7

= 1 < oo.

Thus G* e á?.

Suppose G e 0 and sup^j sups,axyF(>')/xiG(x) = A. If A= 1 set G = G; if A> 1

set G=AG. In either case Ge<3 and

v'FYy)
sup sup    .^¿. = 1.
*si sií x'G(x)

This implies that G*(x) is finite for all x, and that supyix ytF(y)^xtG(x) for all

x> 1, or equivalently that G*(x)^G(x) for all x> 1. Thus

lim G*(x) ^  lim G(x) = 0
X-* CO X-7CO

and

f y|dG*ooi = c+ f    yi¿G*ooi
JO J(l.oo)

g <?+ f       yic/GWI < oo.
J(l,co)

Thus G* is finite and satisfies (2.11) so by the first part of the theorem G* £ 9.
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Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose t > 0, F(y) -> 0 as y -*■ oo, and J"" yl log+ y\dF(y)\

<oo. Define F*(x)=l for 0^x^3, and F*(x)=F(N+) for JV«3, 4,... and N<x

^N+l. Then F*(x) ->• 0 as x -+ oo and F* can be thought of as the "tail" of a

distribution function. In addition F*(x)^F(x) for all x and

j™ /log+ y\dF*(y)\
CO

= 3tlog3[l-F(3+)]+ ^ kl log k[F(k-1+)-F(k+)]

è C+
k=3

^ C+C f°Vlog+ y\dF(y)\ < oo.
Jo

Let G* correspond to Fand H* correspond to F*, using (3.3) to define G* and H*.

Since F*(x)^F(x) for all x we see that 7/*(x)äG*(x) for all x. Now

r /log"1" ^li/F*^)! < oo

implies yiF*(y) -»> 0 as ^ -> oo. Thus 77* (and also G*) is finite and converges to

zero as >>->oo. We will show that J"™ /|fi?7/*(.y)| <oo which, since

f" f\dG*(y)\ í ¡X yVH*(y)\,
Jo Jo

will be enough to guarantee that G* satisfies (2.11) and, from Proposition 1 that

G*e'S.

If F*(x)=0 for x^N then F/*(x) = 0 for x^N so J" y|¿#*O0| <°o and we are

done.

Assume otherwise, i.e. that F*(x) > 0 for 0 ¿ x < oo. Note that F* is left continuous

with all its points of decrease at discontinuities and with an infinite number of

discontinuities all contained in the set {3, 4,...}; that ytF*(y) is left continuous, is

strictly increasing in every interval (N, N+l] for Ar^3, and has local maxima

contained in the set {3, 4,...} ; and thus that there exist integers 3 = x0 < xx

<x2< ■■ ■ such that

(a) sup¡,axyF*(>') = xÍF*(x)c) for xfc_j <x and k= 1, 2,... ;

(b) xtiF*(xi)>x2F*(x2)>---;

H*(x) = max jl, sup /F*(>0)       0 ^ x ^ 1

(c) =isup/F*(j) lá^3
XT ¡/Ê1

= -j xKF*(xk) xfc_i < x ^ xk and & = 1, 2,... ;
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(d) H*(xk) = F*(xk) fork =1,2,....

Definepk = F*(xk) — F*(xk+1) and note that 2"=! xk log xkpk<<x>. Now

(3.4)

/•CO (* °°

Y\dH*(y)\=\       /\dH*(y)\+2xä*H*(xk)\
JO JW.xO k=x

+ 2 f yVH*(y)\.
k = 2J<,xk-i.xk)

The first expression on the right-hand side of (3.4) is finite. The second expression

is easily seen to be finite as follows :

2 41 A//*(xfc)| = | x{\F*(xk)- {^>JF*(xk+ ,)]

CO

=i 2 x*Pk < °°-
fc = l

The third expression on the right-hand side of (3.4) is a little more difficult to deal

with.

Define JT = {/c | k is a positive integer and F*(xfc)//zk = 2} = {/c1</f2< ■ ■ •}• Then

2    f Y\dH*(y)\ S    2   *Ui f \dH*{y)\
kiï.kiJf J<-xk,xk + i) kil;k$X~ J (•**:. *ic + i>

(3.5) =     2    *Ui Í I^WI

Since Xfc+1F*(xfc+1)<XfcF*(x;c) for /c= 1 we see that

(Xk+iY <     F*(xk)     = 1 < 2

UJ       F*(xk)-pk      l-[pk/F*ixk)]

when F*ixk)/pk>2 so that (3.5) is bounded by 2 J™ xt|o'F*(x)| which is finite.

Also

2 f      yi^ooi

= 2 ?4+iF*(xk+1)     '+1 -dy

= 2 i4+iF*(xk+1)logxfc+1
keJT

(3-6) = t^xtk(+xlogxki+1[Pkt+i+ ' ■ ■ +Pki+1-i + F*ixki+1)]
i

rfci + i -i

=? 2   2 ** log x^+2xk* * ilog **> ♦ i^t♦1

00

g 2í 2 4 log Xfc/7fc < CO.
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Since both (3.5) and (3.6) are finite, we have finished showing that (3.4) is finite and

thus completed the proof of the main part of the theorem.

The following example shows that the converse is false. Let

F(x) = 1 0 g x £ 2

= C rVt-1(log>')-aflh'       x^2

where 7>0 and C=[[^ x~i_1 (logx)-2 dx]'1. In this case x!F(x) is strictly de-

creasing for xïï2 from which it follows that G* = F2. Then

[yt^y\dF(y)\ = [ jKf-ydy* o

butlim^«, G*O0=Oand

/•OO /-CO 1

y'\dG*(y)\ = .,'    ,2dy + C < oo.
Jo    ' '     Ji y (logy)2

In this case G* e <S but J*" / log+ y\dF(y)\ is not finite.

Proof of Theorem 7. Fix a > 0, z > 0 and choose 3 < xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ such that

(1) g(xk)^k''fork=l,2,...;

(2) logxfc+1^21ogxfcfor k = l,2,....

Define

Pk = P-g(xk)lk1 + a max {x'k log xk, g(xk)}

where p. is such that J,k=iPk=l, and define F(x) = Ji{k-Xkix) pk. F can be thought of

as the "tail" of the distribution of a random variable X such that F{A"= ±xk}

=pJ2. Obviously F(x) -*■ 0 as x -> oo.

f " x'log+x , _   •£ x{ log xfc
Jo ~wr mx)l - 2 ~^rp*

A-,   Í-1+«

xi log xk

^ /c1 + a max {x^ log xk, g(xk)}

CO .

k=l *

However

P x'|i/C*(x)| £ 2   Í *1¿G*(x)|

= 2 f      | r • wp my)\ dx
k=1 J(xk,xk + 1) X [yè,xk + 1 J

OO

2 «cjUiPfc+iiog.**
fc=l *k
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t   °°
=?  T>   2   4+ll0gXfc+1pfc+1

Z k=l

_ c y x^g(xfc) log xfe

fc42 A:1 + " max {xi log xfc, g(xk)}

k=l

= 00.

min {xi log xfc, g(xk)}

Thus G* does not satisfy (2.11) and from Proposition 1 it follows that 10 is empty.

Lemma. If Ax, ..., Am are measurable subsets of a probability space, then

(3.7) f( u Ak) = 2 p(Ak)-  2 p(^ n A*y
vte=i      /       ¿Ti isy<teSM

Proof. Is simple using induction.

Proof of Theorem 8. Define

F0(x) =1 x = 0

= F(2-) 0 < x = 1

= F(2"+1-)       2N~1 < x í 2"andyV = 1,2,...,

and note that F0 is left continuous. Let Xx, X2,... be a sequence of independent

and identically distributed random variables which are symmetrically distributed

about zero and satisfy FfJ^I =x} = F0(x) for x = 0. Define

aN.k = aN       1 = k ^ vN

= 0 k > vN

where {aw} and {vN} will be obtained later. Define

SN.k = SN-aNXk   forl¿k^vN

and

AN,k = {SN,k ^ 0, aNXk =1}        1 = fc = v„.

Then from the preceding lemma

P{|S*| = 1} = F   U As,k)
\ic=i        /

Vif

= 2p(AN.k)-  2   ^»..^«)
fc-i isy<*s»j,
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If lim sup^co x'F(x)^0, choose {aN} such that 0<aN = A/~2"" and such that

M(1)W1) > 0,
«   \oN/     \aNJ

and choose

(3.9) vN = min \[N-"a^], [^(¿j]}

where [y] is the integral part of y. Then

(3,0, ^[.^l)]^!).

Since Fo(l/aw)-»-0 as yV^oo, it follows that [l/2F„(l/aw)] -> oo and

[l/2F0(l/aw)]Fo(l/fl*)^i   asyV^oo.

Also [yV-'a^'l^t/VJand

iN-PaMo-) - »^^N¿) >= CN-».

Thus from (3.8)—(3.10) and the preceding discussion of the asymptotic behavior of

F0il/aN) times each of the possible expressions for vN, it follows that for large

enough yV, P{\SN\ ̂  1}^ CyV"" and

OO CO

2 yV'-^dSwl = 1} = 2 CW"1 = °°-
N=l N=C

Now suppose lim sup^^œ x'F(x)=0. Then if we choose {vN} and {aN} so that

v^n^N'" we will have

"4È) - «>{(¿N¿)}
which converges to zero as yV^- oo so that from (3.8), for sufficiently large yV

(3.11) P{\SN\ = 1} = KF0(1K).

Since x*F(x) -► 0 as yV->- oo we see that G*(x) is finite for all x. Since F0(x) = F(x)

we see that if G0 corresponds to F0, then G0(x) is also finite for all x. In addition,

for x>4 we have F(x) = F0(x/4) so that G*(x) = G0(x/4). Thus J" xi|a'G*(x)|=oo

implies J"" x'lo'Goix)! =oo. Let Xi<x2< ■ • • be those points (denumerably many of

them) for which xx > 4 and F0(xí) = G0(x¡) for all i. Note that x¡ = 2k for some positive
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integer k and thus that xi+1^2xf for all i. Define/zfc = F0(xfc)-F0(xfc+1) and note

that for xk<x^xk+1 we have G0(x) = (l/x')xi+1F0(xfc+1). Then

1"° x'IJGoíx)! = C+ J   f x'\dGo(x)\
Jo k = l J(xk,xk-n)

+ 2 4 [Fo(xfc) - (^-Jfo^ o]

00 ftx 00

=i C+ 2        hl-4 + iF0(xfc+1)i/x+ 2 ^fc
k=lJxk        X k=1

= C+t 2 xîcF0(xfc)log(-^)+ f 4/>k-
k=2 \Xfc-i/        fc=1

Recall that xfc ̂  2xk _ j so that

CO , . oo oo

2 4F0(xfc)iog M- U c 2 4F,(*k) =î c 2 4/v
k=2 \Xk-ll fc = 2 k=2

Thus \o xt\dG0(x)\ =co implies

CO / \

2 *kF0(xte) log (-^M = co.
k=2 \Xk-ll

Now let

Nk = [xi10]   for k ^ 1 and AT0 = 0,

a„ = l/xfc     for Nk_i < N g Nk,

and

vw = [JV-'a^']   for all N.

Note that vNlc= 1 for all /c and vN^ 1 for all other N, also that vNaN^N~". We thus

have from (3.11)

2 Ap-^íjStfl ^ 1} è c 2 ^~ Vo(f)
n=i w=i Va«/

= c f ^o(Xk)   2   #'->■»
k=l Nic-iKNSNic

^ c 2 í'oUkK   2  ^_1
k = l N = Nk-i+l

èC2 4Fo(xfc)log-^
k=i "fc-i

c2x^F0(xk)log(-^) =oo.
k = c V*k-l/

>
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Proof of Theorem 9 for t > 2. Let {yk} be an increasing sequence of positive real

numbers such that g(yk) = 2k for all k, such that yk ä 2k, and such that either

(1) giyk)^A log^ for all k, or

(2) g(yk)<Yk logyk for all k.

Case 1. Suppose g(yk) = y[ log yk for all k. Fix a > 0 and define

Pk = P-bkk^a   for/c = 1,2,...

where /y is such that 2™=iFfc = U let

F(x) =    2    Ffc   for x = 0,

and suppose Xx, X2,...  are independent and identically distributed random

variables such that P{Xn= ±yk}=pk/2 for /c=l,2,_ Note that E\Xn\<co,

FA;=0, and

Using some of the notation of the first part of the proof of Theorem 8, let vn= 1 and

aNA = N-plt. Then

CO CO

2\n     \t _  A/-« V  In     I2 —  A/-2»«["Ar.fci      J'    >       z, \aN,k\   — y*      >
te=l fe=l

and

OO 00

2 JV-^flSWl = 1} = 2 W^WI =? A""'}
/V=l W = l

00 Z — 1

> CF\ Y \* — C **>   ^k
= <-c'l^il   ~ <- Z, ti + a

»    Ote(i-l)

^2^r = -
te = l   "•

Case 2. Suppose g(yk)<Yk logyk for all /c. Let 0<e<l/t and define Ax =

(z - 2te)/(t - 2) and A2 = (t - te)/(t - 2). Note that 1 < Aj < A2. We want a sequence {xn}

of positive real numbers such that

(1) {xn} contains an infinite number of members of {yk},

(2) Xx Úlog xn+1/log xn^ A2 for «= 1, 2,....

Let x0=yio for some yio>l. Choose v^l such that Aï<Aj_1 and choose yh

£x$F\ There exists mx^-.v such that Xo?1<Xo21~1 = j'i1<Xo™1. Because Xq"1 is

continuous in A, a value of A, say Af, exists such that Aj < Af < A2 and ytl=x0A*>mi.

Define n0=0, «! = mi, and xk = x0A*)lc for 1 ̂ /c^Wj. Now starting with xBl instead

of x0 we repeat this procedure to obtain .yi2 = xnp, an integer «z2gv such that

4r<^nf2"1^>;i2<xif2, a A? such that A1<AJ<A2 and yh = x^*'™2 ; we define

xk=x(npk ni for «i + 1 ̂ k¿nx + m2 = n2. Performing the obvious induction we
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obtain the desired sequence {xj and an increasing sequence {nk} such that xnic is a

member of {^(} for each k. Let T={nu «2,...}, let jS>0, and define

a min {g(xn), log xn}

Pn «1+flxilogxn nfl>

neY,
xi log xn

where a is such that 2"=iPn=l- Define F(x) = 2<fc:;e,ta*>/'k for x^O and suppose

A^, X2,... are independent and identically distributed random variables such that

P{Xn= ±xk)=pk\2 for k= 1, 2,.... Note that

2 min{g(x),logxn}       y
1   fcl ;£,       «1+*logxn n4logxn

00 i CO

= a2 ^+a2

baàr0l

= l"1 + í'"n4'1(l0gX1)Arí<C0

and that

jA^I'log4- \Xk\ y min (g(xn), log xn}       y     1

g(\Xk\) '"à »1+W &*(*»)
OO i OO -i

= a 2 ^n+a 2 ¿77-)
n=l" k = lôV.Anfc7

=5 C + a 2 4 < °°-

Using the notation of the first part of the proof of Theorem 8 we set

ATo = 0   and   Nk = [x%p]   for k = 1,2,...

aN = l/xfc   for Nk-i < N ^ Nk and A: = 1, 2,...

* = [TY-^*]

and note that 2k°=i K,k|'='V&=sAr~'',

00

2 K*l2 = wî S tv-"^^1-^-2
k = l

^ CAf-íexk-l(í-e)xÍ-2

= ™-exp{(,-2„og„.,[-íür¥) + ¡i^-]

g CN-ße

since by construction of the xfc's the exponent of e above is negative; we define

y=pe. Now FI A'fcl' < 00 implies xtF(x) -> 0 as x -4- 00 so referring to the arguments

of (3.7), (3.8), and (3.10) we have for large enough N

P{\sN\ à >} à K^OK)
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so that

f JV-^PiJ-SVl = 1} = C 2 N>-h,MF(±)

Nk
-1^ C 2 4F(xfc)    2     N

k=C N=Nk-i+l

^ C f *kF(xk) log j^
k=C nk-l

= C 2 xkPk log ■
te = C Xk-

Now xfc_1 = x£Wl so that xfc/xfc_1 = x£"1Ml and thus

2 N'-^HSmI = 1} = C 2 4/>fclogxfc
jV=l fc = C

oo

^ C 2 </»», log x„k
k = C

CO

= c 2a = °°-
k = C

A. Concluding remarks. Results for t < 1 and results of the sharpness of

Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 5 are of some interest though investigations of these matters

should be fairly routine.

For / ̂  2 we see that

CO CO

2 \oN,k\2 = ("max la^.fcl]2-' 2 K.kl'
te=l 1   k J        fc=l

so that yN -* 0 at least as fast as pN does. So for t = 2 no assumption need be made

on the rate at which yN ->- 0. (In Theorems 4 and 5 the assumption y>0 is auto-

matically satisfied if t á 2.) Suppose t > 2, the Xks are independent random variables

normally distributed with common mean zero and common variance one, and

2k°=i \oN.k\2 = 1 for all N. Then SN is itself normally distributed with mean zero and

variance one for all yV so that FijSVl > «} is a nonzero constant so the results of our

theorems cannot hold no matter how fast pN -*■ 0. The assumptions of Theorems

lc, 2c, 3, 4, and 5 all relate the rates at which pjv^-0 and yw->-0. The above

argument shows that yN -> 0 is necessary because of considerations related to the

Central Limit Theorem. Is it actually necessary that the rates at which pN -> 0 and

yN -»■ 0 be related, and if so what is the minimum restriction that need be put on the

yyy's?

It would be very nice to combine the assumptions on the moments with those on

the coefficients in some way, and then to generalize this type of result so as to

deal with probabilities of the form

\fit)d[Xt
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where {Xt} is a continuous parameter process with independent increments. This

sort ofthing was done in a different situation in [7] and [8] but would appear to be

harder in this case.

Also of interest are both exponential and algebraic rates of convergence for

quadratic (and higher order) sums of independent random variables. At least in the

quadratic case this convergence is of some practical interest. Unfortunately,

obtaining results in these cases seems to be very hard and to require new techniques.

The authors have been able to obtain only fragmentary results of this type.
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